
10/9/93 
Kevin Walsh 
PO i3ox 15;69 
Washington, DC 20003 

Dear 1:evin, 

Some time ago I 7 .aked Jim to ask you if you would pleas do a few things for me 
that I'd beensking him to do. Abut them and about you he did not respond to a single 
letter. I've just asked him to please return those letters, of which made no copies, 
filing being a problem fur me, so I'd not have to try to remember those things. I presume 
he will. Host as I recall as getting some pictures at the Archives. 

Are you now able to, do you have time from your regular work? 
If so, thee may be another little job. 
Selections from the Whitewash series are being reprinted in a separate single 

volume. I tins asked yesterday if I have copies of this pictures I used, no specification 
of which. Except for the Altgens picture in VI II I copied them all from the volumes, I 
su:e;ested they ask th Archives a j̀im. If Jim does not or cannot do it can you? The 
mrkm woman from Richard Gallen's office who phoned inc is named Diane. Let me know in the 
event they nt it done. 

I remember one thiii I asked Jim to get me are prints as clear as possible of the 
Studebaker picture I used in Whitewash to show the rifle as allegedly found and or the 
companion picture Day teak, I think that one given an exhibit number, 718, as I recall. 
40 V. t;he volumes the rifle is not clear. This is why I itrant to get the clearest print 
possible. 

I sant to avoid all letters and calls about it so I want to keep it quiet that I'm 
doing a book on Penner and his book. The draft is close to completed. I want those pic-
tures for it. I think it ia a powerful book. Publication is arranged. 

That shamrock has not thrived since you left it. I have not asked nil, who is not 
nearby, bu- iy opion is that it needs a little special blarney to pick it up. Could it 
be that it is lonely? 

Hope we see you seen. Best to ,rk and hife and to you, and thanks, 

tia,(0°  I may latdr want some standland directories 
Noe checked &sing back to about 1980 

with moms. Any of you do any checking on 

Posner? That is what I an interested in. 


